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From the Headmaster’s Desk
Over the past few years we have worked hard to create our vision
and mission for the school, and to look at how we can achieve our
goals for the future. We have bought into our vision of awakening
potential and empowering and inspiring every boy at the school to
become a solutionary for our tomorrow. In order to achieve this,
we need to ensure that our boys are creative and critical thinkers,
who collaborate with others and who have great values. In order
to realise these lofty goals we have set up the following eight imperatives on which we are currently working:

Teaching and learning

Spirituality

Inclusivity and awareness

Stakeholder engagement

Professional development

Infrastructure

Social and emotional development

Community development
Progress on each is reported to the Board every term so that the
momentum of change is sustained and that the Board is aware of
how we are doing.
Over the past year we have been working very hard with our architects, CCNIA, to develop a framework plan for the development
of the facilities at the school. The architects have consulted with
the staff, Board, Building Committee, parents and boys and they
have reported their ideas back to all groups of the school. Their
brief was to come up with a plan that would enhance the teaching
and learning at WPPS, bringing the two campuses closer together,
and looking at the viability of having the space to accommodate
three classes per grade.
The rationale for going to three classes per grade was not to
increase the size of the school, but rather to decrease the number
of boys in each class. Currently there are 24 boys in each class
from Grades N to 5. It is only in Grade 6 that we reduce to 20 boys
per class - splitting Grades 6 and 7 into three classes. However, we
have found it very difficult to fill these classes in Grade 6, as most
boys are happy in their schools and do not want to change for the
last two years of their primary schooling. This has meant that we
are ending up with 445 boys in the school, instead of the budgeted 460 boys. We believe that it would be far better to have 18
boys in each class from Grades N to 5, and to have three
classes. In effect, we would be increasing each grade by only six
boys, and the total number would increase to 494.
Furthermore, there are many educational advantages for having
smaller classes at prep school level. Research in this area shows
the following:

13 to 17 pupils in a class results in greater academic achievement, especially in the first four years of schooling.

Small classes resulted in gains in receptive language, general
knowledge, co-operative behaviour and verbal initiative.

Pupils in small classes show less hostility and conflict in












their interactions. This will definitely help with any incidents
of bullying.
Fewer children in a class means that the teacher can devote
more time to each child. There is a more stimulating, warm
and supportive environment.
Teachers spend more time on teaching and less time on
managerial and organisational tasks.
Children are more focused and less likely to be disruptive.
Pupils take more initiative and exert more effort.
Easier to cater for the strugglers in small classes.
Teachers are able to complete the curriculum more quickly
and provide additional enrichment activities.
Discipline in smaller classes is far easier.
Small classes emphasise the importance of relationships.
“Rules of the school” are better learnt in small classrooms.
Significant long-term benefits were shown for pupils who
were taught in smaller classes, with the gap widening over
time thus indicating cumulative effects.

We are convinced that by going to three classes of 18 in each
grade would set us apart as a school, and that we would achieve
so much more with our boys in terms of teaching and learning.
Our architects have produced a framework plan, that accommodates a three class per grade school. They have also consolidated
the Pre-Prep and Junior Prep in two distinct areas. The Grades 1, 2
and 3 boys will all be housed together in the new Getty Learning
Centre, while it is envisaged that the Pre-Prep would remain
where it is and expand into where the Grade 1 classes are
currently. This means that the Grade 3 boys would move across to
Eden Road, where they belong in the Junior Prep.
The other large component of the plan is to move the Stansbury
Hall, the Music Block and Art to where the current Admin Block is.
The hall would open out onto the Mount Royal Field and would be
at that level. This would mean that the new hall and music block
would be more accessible to the Junior Prep. The current hall
would be our new Media Centre, and Admin would move to the
Mount Royal buildings.
The rest of the plan involves opening out the classroom spaces
and making them more airy and light, as well as being accessible
to the outside. Much time has also been spent looking at our
gateways and the problem of parking around the campus.
We are all very excited about the new plans that we have for our
future as they do two important things: they concentrate on
enhancing the teaching and learning at the school and they
support the Creative Arts which is a strength at Wetpups.
Now that we have a plan, the hard work really begins. The plan
will need to be phased, and money will need to be found in order
to make our dreams reality. Therefore, we still have a great deal
to accomplish before the building work begins, however, we have
a plan and we have the will to make it happen, thus anything is
possible!
SIMON WEAVER
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Staff News
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Next year, Sharlene Whitty will be moving out of Pupil Support so
that she can devote her time and energy to making our curriculum
more real and relevant through the integration of technology in
the classroom and through collaborative learning techniques. We
are very excited that we will now have someone to direct, manage
and assist our staff in bringing the curriculum alive for the boys.
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Nicky has a Bachelor of Economic Science degree as well as a
PGCE. She completed her Certificate in Specific Learning Difficulties at UCT and studied at University College, London, to get her
British Qualified Teacher status.
Nicky will be moving from the UK early next year and will start at
Wetpups on 18 February 2019.
Caroline Derman and Georgette Rautenbach will be switching
grades next year. This will mean that Caroline will now join the Pre
-Prep team in Grade R, while Georgette will teach with Merlaine
Yeo in Grade 2.

Big Licks
I woke up to my dogs barking
Like a car starting
When I opened the door I was greeted with a big lick
Right away they wanted me to throw them a stick.

It is very sad to announce that Craig Connellan will be leaving us at
the end of this year. He has been at Wetpups for the last ten
years, and has made a lasting impression on the school and on the
boys he has taught. He is an outstanding teacher with a very
bright future in education. He has been appointed as Head of Academics at Musikili School in Zambia. We are really going to miss
him.

They shot off to catch the squirrels,
getting held up by marking their territory
Tails wagging like a restless snake
Ears brushing the bushes.

Ria Pretorius also leaves us at the end of this year. Her work in the
Music Department as a full-time music teacher has been beneficial
to the school. She leaves us to take up a post at Generations
School in Kommetjie, where her two children, Francois and Sophia
will be attending school.

It is madness because there is
never a drop of sadness ... until the walk is over.
The sound of their panting
tongues redder than Penny Wises nose.
A dog is the only thing on earth that loves you more than he loves
himself.
Nicholas Warren - G7 Poetry

Forged in Fire
Hot marshmallows over spitting sparks.
Warm socks as smoke escapes the chimney.
‘Tssssss’ the fat burns out,
Red and orange flames jumping,
willing to escape the grill.
That monstrous bonfire,
burning our hearts.
Lighting our watery eyes,
our shivering toes.
In rage,
willing to destroy everything in its grasp.
It's free to its will,
lighting in the midst of the darkness.
burning out,
as it was among stars.
Presa James - G7 Poetry

Owing to Mrs Whitty’s move, we have employed Nicky Rau to take
over the leadership and running of the Pupil Support Department.
Nicky is currently Assistant Head Teacher and Special Education
Needs Co-ordinator at John Keble Church of England Primary
School in London. She has had various leadership positions apart
from her current role, including being Principal, Deputy Principal
and Head of Department at Oakley House in Diep River. She has
had extensive experience in the UK having taught in three
government schools. She also has wide experience having taught
at both primary and high school levels.

Craig Connellan’s position was advertised as specialist English
position, as we feel that it is important to have two English specialist at the top end of the school. Having considered the many
applications, we have decided to appoint Ryan Geddes (currently
Grade 5 at WPPS) to this position.
As Ryan moves to Grade 7 English, we now have a vacancy in
Grade 5. We believe that Jade Davies (currently in pupil support) is
an ideal teacher to take over from him at this level. Her moving to
this position happens to present us with an opportunity to address
how we operate our remedial teaching at the school.
We currently have three remedial teachers who are employed full
time by the school. We are keen to outsource the Pupil Support
Department where the remedial teachers will bill parents directly
for their expertise and service, instead of being employed by the
school. This change will be consistent with our approach to the OT
and Speech Therapists, as well as individual music lessons where
specific boys requiring these particular interventions are billed for
the boys’ lessons.
Next year, our Head of Pupil Support will move across to the new
system of billing parents for her remedial lessons, and with Jade
Davies moving to Grade 5, will mean that two of our three remedial teachers will now be self-employed in terms of their lessons,
and auxiliary services offered to individual boys will be dealt with
in the same consistent way.
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Eden Road Notes

Zonnebloem Boys School Fundraiser

JUNIOR PREP PLAY
We are thrilled to have the Grades 1 to 3 participating in our Junior Prep play on Tuesday, 20 and Wednesday, 21 October at 18:30.
Only four tickets per family will be issued. Please note that seating
is unreserved. Tickets may be collected from DJ at Eden Road
office. There will be no charge for any of the shows. Junior Prep
boys do not require a ticket.

Please see the press release below from the Otto Foundation that
works with, and raises funds for, the Zonnebloem group of
schools.

JUNIOR PREP PLAY DRESS REHEARSAL
We strongly encourage grandparents, au pairs and domestics to
attend the full dress rehearsal, which will take place Monday, 19
November, from 11:00 to 12:00 in the Stansbury Hall on the Newlands Road Campus. Tea and coffee will be available.

Our Foundation's flagship project is the Sunflower Learning Centre
- a beautiful library that is being used to foster a culture of reading at the schools, to promote the development of local children's
books, and to offer a safe space for learners to spend time before
and after school.

LIBRARY MORNINGS
Grade R Library Morning Monday, 12 November, 07:20 – 08:00
Grade 2 Library Morning Thursday, 15 November , 07:20 – 08:00

There are some pictures of, and information on, the project in the
following articles:

Please notify the office of any change of contact details or address, to keep our records updated.

End-of-Year Prize Giving
The Final Assembly for the Junior Prep (Grades 1 to 3) will take
place at 08:00 on Wednesday, 5 December. The boys will go back
to class after the ceremony, and may be fetched from school at
the normal pick up time.
The Pre-Prep and Junior Prep will close for the end of year at their
normal pick-up time on Wednesday, 5 December.
The Senior Prep (Grades 4 to 7) will have the Grade 7 Valedictory
and Prize Giving on Thursday, 6 December at 09:00. Thereafter
the school will close at 11.30 for the December holidays.

Christmas Collection for Kitchen
and Ground Staff

Due to our growing relationship with Zonnebloem Boys School, it
would be wonderful if we could support them in this fundraising
venture which will aid the funding of their amazing library and
much needed after-care facility.

https://www.visi.co.za/zonnebloem-school-library/
https://www.pressreader.com/south-africa/businessday/20180207/281771334642421
Playwright Nadia Davids (a Zonnebloem Girls' alumni) has donated the November 28 performance of her award-winning theatre
production At Her Feet to the Otto Foundation and is allowing us
to sell the tickets to raise funds for the ongoing operation of the
library (book purchases, staff costs, maintenance etc.).
The play is a 'one-woman show' performed by Quanita Adams.
Please see the attached press release for more information on the
production.
Nadia and Quanita will be doing a Q&A after the show.
Tickets are sold in three price categories:
 R1000 for the front three rows- this will include a copy of
Nadia's Novel
 R500 for the seats in front of the stage
 R250 for seats on the sides of the theatre
Tickets for the performance on 28 November can be booked via
email at: atherfeet@chrisottofoundation.com
It would be fantastic if you could share the information on the
performance with fellow lovers of books, plays and theatre!
Those who are unable to attend on the 28th can also 'sponsor' a
ticket for a learner from the Zonnebloem area. The play is a prescribed work in certain high school grades, and very few learners
ever have the opportunity to see it on stage.

WPPS is organising a Christmas collection for our kitchen and
ground staff, who spend much time ensuring the happiness of the
boys and staff in terms of preparing grounds and food, and cleaning. With the funds raised we will purchase food vouchers.
Donations may be electronically transferred to the schools bank
account, FNB, Branch 204209, Account No. 50152664890, Ref:
Christmas Hamper.
Thank you for your generosity towards this gesture.

Grade 3 Music Concert
Most of the Grade 3 music boys will be performing in their music
concert on Tuesday, 13 November. The concert will take place in
the Frances Crowson Recital Room starting at 13:15. Parents are
encouraged to attend.
We will not be printing programmes at school anymore. The programme can be found on the school's website and app. There will
be a rehearsal on Monday during school. Boys must bring their
instruments and music to school on both days.
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Grade 1 STEM
Experiments
The Grade 1s experimented to see how blubber protects a whale
from feeling cold. They put fat on one finger and nothing on
another. They then dipped both into ice water, and felt which
finger felt cold first.

Weekly Sports Wrap
CRICKET
This past week’s fixtures saw some tight finishes in the Saturday
matches against Bishops. The U12A team continued to impress.
They were unlucky not to win, with Bishops surviving the final
overs to finish nine wickets down. The 1st XI match went down to
the wire and the boys were also unlucky not to win the match;
Bishops managed to scrape a win in the last over. Michael Cowen
and Dylan Todd were also in fine form scoring 69 and 54 not out
respectively. Some excellent batting was on display, with Daniel
Cooke narrowly missing out on his second century of the year to
finish on 84 not out for the U11A team. It is always pleasing to see
the boys putting up big scores and batting for long periods of time.
The midweek fixtures against Bishops were unfortunately affected
by rain, however those that went ahead were played in great
spirit. This weekend sees a bye for all the A teams except the 1st
XI who will be playing Sweet Valley. We wish them all the best and
hope you enjoy their last few fixtures as WPPS boys. Next week
sees the final round of fixtures against SACS to close off the year.
SWIMMING
With the last gala of the season over, we are focusing on looking
at the improvement of the swimmers since the beginning of the
season. There has been a marked improvement in dedication and
discipline across the board; since this is largely due to the new
swimming coach, Stephen, from Swimlab. The boys are still
working hard in the pool, and we look to finishing the season as
we started with enthusiasm and commitment.
WATERPOLO
It was another great Friday of water polo last week with all the
teams showing continued improvement.
The U10A side showed their attacking flair once again, dominating
in all facets of play and the B side fought hard in a mixed game,
with two of our players playing for the Cannons Creek U11 side.
This game displayed the amazing spirit and camaraderie we often
find in sport.
The U11A side played fantastic water polo, with renewed energy,
which allowed for a better defensive effort. The B side exhibited
true commitment in their game, giving at 100% till the final whistle.
The 12B side unveiled great character in their match with a late
surge of attacking water polo. The U12A side dominated Sun Valley in the later stages of their game.
The 13B side played two matches, both with more clinical and
polished performances. The first team also played two matches
against slightly understrength sides, but were ruthless on attack
and learnt many valuable lessons from their time in the water.
Well done to all the teams. We wish them well this Friday.

Thought for the Week
“When you arise in the morning, think of what a precious privilege
it is to be alive; to breathe, to think, to enjoy, to love.”
Meditations by Roman emperor Marcus Aurelius (AD 121-180)

To all our families who celebrated Diwali
on Wednesday, we hope that you had
happy and joyous celebration.
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Grades 1 and 2 Music Concert
Congratulations to them all for their brilliant performances. It was
really special having the Grade 1 boys perform in their first very
music concert.
Forty out of the 49 Grade 1 boys have recorder lessons at school,
and more than half of the Grade 2 boys are having lessons on piano, violin or cello.
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Soloists’ Music Concert
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Grade N Library Morning
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